Contain figures represent the top and side view of T6 (001) Content:
where is the total energy of single Li atom of bulk bcc lithium, E C is the total energy of the anode material (without Li intercalated) and is the total energy of Li intercalated system for a given x = 6(n/n c ), n is the number of Li atoms intercalated in the compound, e is the charge of electron, n c is the total number of carbon atom per supercell. In simple word the average value of Si doped T6 structures is calculated by considering bulk material (without any Li intercalation) as reference. For OCV calculation (in Figure S7) , we followed the formula same as in the main text.
where ( ) and ( ) are the total energy of the compound with the Li concentrations of and , respectively and F is the Faraday's constant. We consider at the midpoint i.e. ( ) / 2 in which is calculated at interval between and . The density of states of B, N, Sn and Ge doped T6 structure is shown in Figure S8 . All these doping consistently produces the metallic electronic structures. In this case also the Li-C and For mA we multiply with 1000.
